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Spiral rope bracelet
Make this multi-coloured spiral rope bracelet in the colours of your choice.

You will need:
Core beads – these must have good holes as they will get packed with thread
Seed beads (size 11) – you will need 3 times as many seed beads as core beads
Beading needles (1 standard and 1 fine)
Beading thread
Toggle and loop clasp
Scissors
Beading mat

How to make the bracelet
The basic stitch
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1. Pick up 4 core beads and 3 step beads. Pass through all the beads again. Knot the thread to form a circle and
pass through the 4 core beads again.

2. Pick up 1 core and 3 step beads. Put the needle up through the top 3 core beads already in place. Pull the
thread tight. Put the needle up through the new core bead you just put on.

3. Push the new step beads round so that they sit next to and up from the previous group. It is up to you whether
you push the step beads to the right or to the left, but to achieve the spiral, you must be consistent and always
push the steps in the same direction.
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4. Push the step beads to the right.

5. Push the step beads to the left.
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6. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the spiral rope is as long as you want. The image above shows the spiral after 4
stitches in total. It will take 8 or 9 repetitions of the basic stitch before a spiral begins to appear.

7. As you work, hold the step beads firmly in place under your thumb to maintain the twist and keep them out of
the way while you make the next stitch.

Method

1. Make a length of spiral rope so that it measures 2.5cms (1 inch) less than the finished bracelet.

2. When you need to join in a new thread:

Starting 3 to 5cm (1 to 2 inches) back from the edge of the work, pass the new thread through several beads,
leaving a short tag of thread just long enough for you to hold on to (2.5cm or 1 inch is sufficient).
Pass the needle under the thread in front of the bead which you have just gone through. Pull on the thread until
there is a small loop and pass the needle through it. Hold onto the tag of thread as you pull the main length of
thread through the loop gently and slowly. A knot will form on the thread between the beads. Repeat this
process 2 or 3 times and bring the new thread out where you left the old thread. Cut off the tag of thread close
to the work. Work up through the core beads if possible. If they are too tightly packed with thread, you will have
to divert through some step beads. Fasten off all thread ends.
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3. Bring a new thread out at 1 end of the spiral rope, pass through the loop of the clasp and back into the spiral
rope for several beads. Turn by catching round some threads in between beads and go back up to the loop.
Repeat this as many times as the beads will allow.

4. With a new thread, pick up 3 or 4 core beads and the toggle. Pass back through the beads and into the spiral
rope. Continue as for adding the loop.

Beadwork tips
Experiment with different combinations – very different and striking results can be achieved by varying the
colour sequences, the number of beads in each stitch or the size and shape of the beads used.
How much thread to use? Too long a thread and it is likely to get tangled up and knotted. Too short a thread
and you need to keep stopping to join in a new thread. A short wingspan is about right.
Beading thread can be stretchy – pull on it hard a few times before cutting it from the spool to get some of the
stretch out of it and to smooth out the kinks.
The tail of thread left at the beginning of the work should be at least 20cm (8 inches) long to make it easy to
neaten off later. It is also useful to have something to hold on to, especially when first starting a piece of work. If
you find that the thread splits apart while threading it into the needle, gently pull on the wisp that has gone
through and the rest should follow.
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Reserve your finest needle for getting through very tight spots. Once you have got past the problem bead,
switch back to your standard needle. It is better at identifying beads with poor holes, which you can then
discard, and the fine needle will last you a lot longer. Hold the working thread steady over the index finger of
your non-dominant hand while you wield your needle, only releasing the thread once the new bead is nearly in
place. This helps to maintain an even tension and avoids the thread being split. If the thread starts to twist as
you pull it through the beads, let the needle drop and run your fingers gently down the thread so that the
needle spins freely like a top. This takes the twist out of the thread.

Are you a professional creative maker or crafter? We’d love to hear from you and see what you do. If you would
you like to have your projects featured here, please get in touch: k.phipps@nfwi-unit.org.uk
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